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FOR
Blue Ridge EMS Council
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Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The objective of this Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) is to ensure that the Blue
Ridge EMS Council (BREMS) has sufficient resources to continue essential operations
should operations be affected by an adverse event such as fire, severe storm, power
disturbance/interruption. This objective is accomplished by detailing the preparatory
actions necessary to support the COOP and by providing an action plan to be used should
an adverse event occur. To reach this objective, the BREMS COOP will identify teams who
will be activated during a catastrophic event and will be responsible for ensuring that
functions are operational under emergency conditions, until the primary site has become
operational or the office relocates to an alternate site.
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Plan Overview
Introduction
This Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) for the Blue Ridge EMS Council was developed to
assist in preventing events which might disrupt BREMS business operations and services, where
possible, and to minimize the potential impact on BREMS of any unavoidable disruption. This
Plan recognizes the possibility that individuals may execute resumption and recovery operation
with limited prior exposure to or knowledge of the entire plan in detail. Therefore, the plan's
development focuses on the following issues:




Heightened awareness of management and employees,
Advanced preparation to minimize impact potential, and
Training in the execution of pre-defined and pre-assigned responsibilities and tasks.

The Blue Ridge EMS Council COOP includes the strategies, actions, and procedures to resume
the business operations and functions located at
Blue Ridge EMS Council, Inc.
1901 Tate Springs Road, Suite 14
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

Background
The Governor’s Executive Order #7 (31 Jan 02) established the Secure Virginia Panel and
mandated submission of existing operations continuity or business resumption plans by all state
agencies. These plans were analyzed by an independent firm and measured against industry
standards. Continuity of operations planning is simply “good business practice.” It is part of the
fundamental mission of the Blue Ridge EMS Council (OEMS State Contractor) as a
responsible and reliable public resource, dedicated to the protection of public health.

Purpose
The Continuity of Operations Plan (COOP) is intended to assure that the essential functions of
the Blue Ridge EMS Council (BREMS) will continue with little or no degradation. The
implementation of this plan will allow the OEMS to address the steps to be taken in order to
maintain the operation of its critical functions, in the event of contingencies, losses, disruptions or
disasters.
This chapter of the COOP contains a statement of management policy. It identifies the plan's
objectives, its scope and limitations, the assumptions made during its development and
guidelines for administering the plan’s contents.
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Statement of Policy
BREMS recognizes and acknowledges that the protection of its assets and business operations
is a major responsibility to its employees and to the communities we serve. Therefore, it is a
policy of BREMS that a viable COOP be established and maintained to ensure high levels of
service quality and availability. It is also the BREMS policy to protect life, information and
equipment, respectively, in that order. To this end, procedures have been developed to support
the resumption of time-sensitive business operations and functions in the event of their
disruption at the office complex. BREMS is committed to supporting service resumption and
recovery efforts at alternate facilities, if required. Likewise, BREMS and its management are
responsible for developing and maintaining a viable COOP that conforms to acceptable
insurance, regulatory and ethical practices and is consistent with the provisions and direction of
OEMS strategic and tactical plans.

Objectives
The objective of a COOP is to assist regional directors in resuming time-sensitive business
operations and services, its technology, and its support operations in a timely and organized
manner to continue as a viable and stable entity.
The primary objectives of this COOP are:





To provide a tested vehicle which, when executed, will permit and support an efficient,
timely resumption of the interrupted business operations.
To ensure the continuity of the services provided from the affected facility
To minimize inconvenience and potential disruption to other business functions.
To minimize the impact to the region’s public image and adverse financial effects of an
outage.

This COOP also seeks to minimize the following:







The number and frequency of 'ad hoc' decisions which must be made following a disaster.
Dependence on the participation of any specific person or group of persons.
The need to develop and implement new procedures once the disaster has occurred.
The loss of data and information, recognizing that some loss is inevitable.
Confusion and exposure to errors, omissions and unnecessary duplication of effort.
The total elapsed time to execute response, recovery and restoration processes.

Plan Objectives
The objective of this COOP is to assist the Blue Ridge EMS Council in resuming time-sensitive
business operations and services, its technology, and its support operations in a timely and
organized manner to continue as a viable and stable entity. With these general objectives in
mind, the BREMS COOP has been developed to accomplish the following, specific objectives:


To resume technology operations and support for time-sensitive business operations in
the event existing technology processing has been rendered inoperable at the Blue Ridge
EMS Council.
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To reduce the operational effects of a disaster on BREMS time-sensitive business
operations through a set of pre-defined and flexible procedures to be used in directing
recovery operations.
To resume production processing of the most time-sensitive BREMS computer systems,
network services and applications within 7 calendar days following the disruptive event.
To resume production processing of less time-sensitive BREMS computer systems and
applications within 8 to 30 calendar days following the disruptive event.
To resume full processing capability, including test and development work, for BREMS
technology and operations within 30 to 45 calendar days following the event as permitted
by the restoration effort.
To resume and maintain adequate service levels to the BREMS’ customers.
To minimize the impact to BREMS’ public image and adverse financial effects of an
outage.
To provide a proper work environment for displaced staff while the Blue Ridge EMS
Council Office and its contents are being restored.
To ensure that normal BREMS business operations are restored in a timely manner.
To provide BREMS with a viable, well-maintained plan.

Scope
The scope of this plan includes time-sensitive and less time-sensitive BREMS business
functions, automated technology, and support areas of the Blue Ridge EMS Council located in
the Lynchburg office. This Plan will be activated in the event that the BREMS Office Complex or
a portion of it is involved in an emergency or is declared unusable for normal operation.
This Plan addresses business resumption and recovery in a disaster situation as indicated
above. It does not address building emergency and evacuation procedures or on-site resumption
and recovery procedures. Actions related to the physical restoration process, in terms of primary
site restoration, recovery de-activation, migration and re-establishment of normal operations,
termination/shutdown of recovery operations at alternate sites and post-recovery operations are
addressed in the tasks of the teams.

Assumptions
The purpose of this section is to define the assumptions that were made in developing the plan
for the Blue Ridge EMS Council.


Disaster: A disaster is considered to be any event that would render the BREMS facility
unusable or inaccessible for a period of time estimated to exceed 2 business days.



Worst-Case Interruption: BREMS’ facilities are totally unusable or inaccessible and there
is no salvageable equipment, data, documentation, etc.



Less-Severe Interruption: Although the plan is designed for the worst case, the ability to
resume operations from less serious interruptions is inherent within the plan because of
the plan’s structure by time-sensitive application, information system and support area.

 Localized Emergencies: In circumstances involving a localized event (i.e. limited to
BREMS),
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equipment vendors and local utility companies should normally be able to install replacement
computer and communications hardware and telephone circuits in 1 to 3 calendar days. This
assumes that replacement service/equipment orders are placed on an "emergency" basis at the
time of the event. It also assumes that BREMS can quickly obtain and prepare suitable alternate
site(s) to serve as an interim or temporary resumption and recovery centers for its business
operations and information processing centers, in a period of 3 to 5 days.


Regional Emergencies: In the event of a regional emergency, whether it’s natural or man
made, the time to acquire the necessary computer equipment and data circuits could
require weeks. This will be due to multiple organizations contending for the same
emergency resources and services. Regional emergencies which cause wide-spread
disruption of public utilities such as electricity, water and network services may also cause
additional delays in re-establishing BREMS business and technology operations without
pre-identified and pre-conditioned/contractual alternate backup sites.



Alternate Operating Sites: This plan assumes that BREMS will have access to and use of
sufficient physical sites within the Blue Ridge EMS Council area environment to meet its
application recovery time objectives.



Plan Documentation: The level of documentation in the plan assumes and requires that
BREMS management and staff are familiar with the council’s business operations, its
automated technology and the requirements of the Blue Ridge EMS Council Continuity of
Operations Plan (COOP).



Available Personnel: Sufficient management and staff, familiar with and trained in the
procedures and tasks in this plan, will be available subsequent to the interrupting event to
execute their recovery responsibilities and to support the restoration effort. BREMS
personnel understand that, following a major interruption of services/operations, it will not
be a matter of "business as usual" but "survival".



Vital Records: All business documentation, files that would be necessary for resumption
and recovery purposes are backed up and stored/located safely away from the BREMS
using a rotation schedule that minimizes data loss.



Internal and External Contacts: All information necessary to complete the internal and
external contacts quickly and accurately during resumption is documented and maintained
in the plan.
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Plan Administration
The scope of administration duties and responsibilities includes, but is not limited to, the
continued endorsement of the plan through the mandatory, documented review of the plan by
BREMS Board of Directors and personnel, on no less than an annual basis. A report on the
plan's administration is to be presented/submitted to the BREMS Board of Directors annually or
as otherwise required. The BREMS Executive Director is responsible for the administration of the
plan.
The BREMS Executive Director will ensure that the Blue Ridge EMS Council standards and
procedures are developed to address plan administration needs. The Executive Director will also
include any relevant, related documentation in the plan. As custodian and administrator of the
BREMS’ COOP, the Executive Director must have a thorough knowledge of all plan contents.
As a further safeguard, the Executive Director should never be the sole person in the
organization with extensive knowledge of the structure and contents of the plan; an alternate
COOP Coordinator should be a full participant in all plan maintenance and exercise activities.
The Executive Director is responsible for choosing the alternate COOP Coordinator.
Responsibility for maintaining specific sections of the BREMS COOP resides with the Field
Coordinator in accordance with the Board of Director’s objectives and functional responsibilities
for Response, Resumption, Recovery and Restoration. The Board of Director’s must ensure
compliance with these documented procedures for plan administration. Each BREMS employee,
regardless of their role, is responsible for providing updated personal contact information to the
Executive Director as changes occur.
Each BREMS employee is responsible for the maintenance of the Council’s capability to respond
and resume operation following a disaster. Some individuals will have more direct responsibility
than others will. Nevertheless, each individual must be aware of the necessity for the
preservation of such a continuity capability and must perform to the utmost to ensure that the
response, resumption, recovery or restoration capability is truly viable. Should a plan review
necessitate changes or update, the Executive Director is responsible for implementing the
changes and issuing updated Plan documentation.
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Continuity Process Overview
The section outlines the four major stages of the continuity process as it applies to this plan. It
describes the central activities and objectives of each stage and the relationships among stages.
Actual circumstances of the business interruption or disaster will determine whether a particular
stage is initiated and how long it will take to complete. This section provides guidelines and
explains the continuity process.
The following priorities are listed in order of importance. Whenever demands for emergency
resources (personnel or equipment) conflict, the operational demand that is highest on this list
will prevail.

Response Phase
Following the notification of the emergency incident or situation, a team of key Council
personnel, the Assessment Team, will first assemble at the incident site and immediately begin
to assess and evaluate the altered business environment for BREMS. The Director is
responsible for choosing the Assessment Team.
The following are objectives of the Assessment Team:
1. To establish an immediate and controlled Regional presence at the incident site;
2. To conduct a preliminary assessment of incident impact, known injuries, extent of
damage, and disruption to the services and business operations;
3. To notify the OEMS Disaster Preparedness t team;
4. To determine if and/or when access to the Regional office facilities will be allowed; and
5. To provide the Regional office and OEMS with the facts necessary to make informed
decisions regarding subsequent recovery activity.
It must be noted that response to an emergency does not necessarily or automatically translate
into the declaration of a disaster and the implementation of a full resumption operation.
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Figure 1: Emergency Response Process

Incident Alert
Initial notification of an incident or situation is expected to come directly from a Regional staff
member. Other potential sources of incident notification might be the police, the fire company,
security service, the news media, etc. In any case, if you are the first employee to become aware
of an emergency situation at the Regional office, it is important that you contact the members of
the Assessment Team and Regional Director about the emergency incident as soon as possible.
They will begin emergency response activities and alert the Regional and OEMS management
team. Initial attempts to contact the management teams should not exceed two hours. After that
time, the Regional Team leader should list the names of individuals could not be contacted and
assign someone else to continue the notification process and/or to temporarily assume the
individuals assigned responsibilities.
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Sample Incident Alert Script
The following format is suggested for all individuals’ receiving/providing notification of an
emergency incident or situation:
1. If you receive a call notifying you of an emergency incident or situation, write down the
message. Repeat the message back to the caller to verify its accuracy.
2. Request that the individual making the notification meet the Assessment Team at the
incident site. Provide an estimated time of arrival.
3. If you are the first person notified, contact management to verify the reported emergency
incident or notification.
4. Notify the Regional Assessment Team. Refer to appendix D for contact information.
5. Read the information received to each person you call, briefly stating the nature of the
problem and the time of the reported incident. Do not speculate on injuries or damage to
avoid possible confusion.
6. Instruct each person you contact to proceed to the pre-determined emergency meeting
site or other designated location. Determine each person's estimated time of arrival.
7. Instruct all individuals contacted to avoid making comments to news media, customers,
vendors, etc. An official Director designated spokesperson will provide the news releases
to the press, news media, etc.
8. Give instructions to each contacted individual as to what is expected of them, (e.g. report
to the emergency response site, stand by for further instructions, etc.). Activate only the
employees needed immediately and prepare a notification list and contact schedule for
other individuals if required.
9. Maintain a record of all calls attempted and completed. Report the notification results to
the Regional management team
Notification Guidelines
All team leaders and team members should utilize the notification list to make emergency
notifications. The Regional management team will determine if sites with time-sensitive functions
should be notified and a disaster situation declared based on the preliminary assessment of the
situation. If the emergency notification procedures are initiated, each team leader will be
responsible for contacting their alternate team leader and team members with specific
instructions. If the team leader is not available, the alternate team leader will assume the team
leader’s responsibilities. In the event the alternate team leader is also not available, the
management team will assign someone to complete the notifications until the primary or
alternate team leaders become available and resume their responsibilities. It is important that all
key personnel be notified of the disaster as soon as possible to begin business resumption
operations. The employee notification list has the telephone numbers for the essential personnel
to be notified in predetermined sequence.
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Objectives
The objectives for the continuity organization during emergency response are as follows:
1. Complete emergency response, notification and mobilization duties as directed by the
Regional management team.
2. Ensure the management team is contacted and apprised of situation's status and
activity.
3. Obtain reports of personnel injury or related matters from facilities or security and/or local
authorities.
4. Perform assessment(s) and evaluation(s) until the extent of impact or damage can be
determined.
5. Document the results of the preliminary assessment(s) and evaluation(s) and submit the
report to the management team with recommendations to terminate the emergency
response activities or activate subsequent plan operations.
6. Terminate or expand/extend the operation as directed by the Regional management
team.

Resumption Phase
During the Resumption stage of the continuity process, Blue Ridge EMS Council will use its predefined alternate sites to reestablish processing and network capability for the most time
sensitive Council applications.
Key elements of the resumption phase include:
1. Establishing and organizing a Communications Center from which to manage
resumption activities.
2. Activating and mobilizing the continuity teams needed to resume time-sensitive
application restoration.
3. Evaluating alternate site equipment and network service for the necessary
enhancement to support time-sensitive application recovery.
4. Mobilizing and activating the support teams needed to support enhancement and
use of the alternate site(s).
5. Notifying and informing BREMS’ area providers and businesses of the situation.
6. Alerting employees and close contractors not assigned to the continuity organization,
vendors and other key organizations to the situation and their role during resumption
and recovery.
Once mobilized, the Support teams will be instructed in their reporting and action requirements.
The necessary site assessments, evaluations and the initiation of salvage operations will be
completed once the Communications Center is established. Additional alerts to supporting
vendors, management and customers will also be conducted from the Communications
Center.
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Objectives
The objectives that will become the major focus of the Resumption stage are:





To prepare for and/or implement the procedures necessary to facilitate and support the
resumption process and subsequent restoration operations, as required.
To mobilize and activate the continuity teams responsible for reactivating critical
applications.
To alert employees, vendors and other internal and external individuals and
organizations.
To begin implementing procedures to re-establish time-sensitive processes and
applications. This may include relocating to a temporary facility, re-establishing
communications at an alternate site, etc.

Communication Center
Communications Center headquarters will be established if management decides to continue
and escalate situation from emergency response to resumption operations. The site for the
Communications Center headquarters site should be identified in advance. Initial activities
performed at the Communications Center are described below:






If the facility can be accessed, further assessments and evaluations of the on-site
conditions, the damage impact and extent of the emergency incident/situation will be
completed.
Use of the Communications Center may be confined to management meetings and the
cancellation of the resumption operation if the facility (e.g., work areas, fixed assets, files,
equipment, voice communications, etc.) are unaffected and the emergency
incident/situation problems can be resolved without major impact to service delivery.
If the information about the emergency incident/situation problems is inconclusive, the
Communications Center will be used as a meeting site until the assessments are
completed.
If the emergency incident/situation is such that the resumption operation needs to be
continued or further escalated, and/or a disaster declared, the Communications Center
should be organized and the appropriate support and resumption teams notified and
activated as required.

Recovery Phase
The Recovery stage of the continuity process concerns the re-activation of a greater scope of
business processes and services beyond the most time-sensitive processes. BREMS will initiate
recovery stage operations if the estimate of total outage indicates the need to expand service
delivery using alternative locations and resources. If, for example, the impact on the BREMS
facility is expected to take more than 30 days to resolve, the recovery stage may be initiated at
alternative sites and the appropriate resources devoted to those applications. Alternatively, if it is
estimated that 15 days would be needed to restore the BREMS Office to full function.
Consequently, recovery, resumption and restoration stage activities may be conducted with
some parallelism as dictated by the situation.
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Objectives
The objectives for recovery stage operations include:


Maintaining a Communications Center, which provides sufficient support for
resumption and recovery operations.

Mobilizing and activating additional continuity teams to facilitate the recovery of less time-sensitive
business operations.
 Maintaining an adequate level of Support team coverage to support all business
operations.
 Maintaining an adequate level of technology team coverage to sustain information
processing service demand as they grow in scope.
 Maintaining communication with the continuity organization, clients and senior
management.
Communication Center
The level of support maintained at the Communication Center headquarters during recovery
will be determined by the Regional Director based upon:





the scope of the disaster,
the number of business operations and/or applications affected,
the level of support required for the recovery of business operations; and
the perception of on-going risks and/or exposures.

Restoration Phase
When local officials allow access to the building, BREMS staff will initiate the Restoration
phase of this plan. The Restoration stage builds on the assessments performed in the
emergency response stage with the goal of returning the impacted facility to its pre-disaster
capabilities. In circumstances where the original facility was assessed as beyond repair, this
stage will involve the acquisition and outfitting of new permanent facilities.
1. Environmental contamination of the affected areas.
2. Structural integrity of the building.
3. The damage to furniture, fixtures and equipment.

Restoration will begin in earnest when solid estimates of contamination, structural damage and
asset loss can be obtained and personnel resources can be dedicated to the management and
coordination of the process. This phase may be executed sequential to, or concurrent with, the
Resumption and/ or Recovery stages.
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Objectives
In addition to maintaining a Communications Center that provides sufficient support for
resumption and restoration operations, objectives of the Restoration stage are to:








Maintain an adequate level of support team coverage to support all business operations,
Maintain an adequate technology teams coverage to sustain information processing
operations,
Maintain communication with the continuity organization,
Clean and/or decontamination of the building,
Repair and/or restore the building or construct/acquire of a new facility,
Replace the contents of the building and,
Coordinate the relocation and/or migration of business operations, support and technology
departments from temporary facilities to the repaired or new facility.
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A. How BREMS Will Handle Emergencies
This table summarizes how BREMS will deal with any type of emergency. The
key to successful response during the emergency depends on
1) Training in the Incident Command System for responders and
2) Training in support coordination at the Blue Ridge EMS Council’s
Department Operations Center.

Emergency
Requirement

Definition
Mitigation: Reduce
the potential for
hazard events.

Strategy
Participate in Local and
statewide Emergency
Planning and support localities
within the district with
emergency planning.

1) Stay in contact with the
OEMS concerning their
emergency exercises &
emergency plans.

Preparedness:
Establish
emergency
responsibilities
and prearrange
resources.

Publish All Emergency Plans.

Continually Simplify &
Update any and all Plans.

Response: Take
time-sensitive
actions to protect
lives and property
and help
jurisdictions
regroup.

1) Participate in the National
Incident Command System
(NICS) (if applicable) or
provide any necessary
representation or resources to
the localities and communities.

Maintain list of all
resources; update and
simplify all resources as
necessary.

Recovery: Restore
community to
normal

Focus on providing the EMS
community with normal
operations.

Review, evaluate and
maintain plans (then, return
to Mitigation above.

Before
the
Emergency

During
the
Emergency

After
the
Emergency

Ongoing Tasks
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2) Train BREMS’ Staff &
EMS personnel in the
execution of the Emergency
plans.
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B. Typical Sequence of Emergency Activities
This chart indicates action steps for the mobilization, response and recovery
phases. These steps are not meant to be the only actions, however a starting
point for the management team. In addition there is no defined point at which the
BREMS will move from one phase to another; this has to be gauged by the team
based on the incident and information.

C. Graduated Response Approach
Emergency Action Levels
The Executive Director of BREMS will use a graduated response approach when
responding and managing emergencies. Based on the severity and the
availability of resources with in the locality, the executive director may wish to
increase the level of coordination from the BREMS Council to meet the need of
the incident.
Three Emergency Actions Levels are established for BREMS to respond to the
increase for resources and coordination efforts.

Scope of Incident
Local loss of
electronic data and/or
Loss of
Communications
System
Local loss of office
electronic and
functions space

Level 1
Local Area Affected
BREMS

Loss of entire office
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Level 2
Wide Area Affected
BREMS/Western

Level 3
Wide Area Affected
All Councils
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Continuity Organization
Overview
In the event of a disaster, normal organization of the Blue Ridge EMS Council will shift to
that of the continuity organization. The Council will shift from the current organizational,
"business as usual", structure to an organization working towards “survival” and the
resumption of time-sensitive business operations. The personnel associated with this
plan represent the Blue Ridge EMS Council’s functional units and/or or support functions
developed to respond, resume, recover or restore operations of the BREMS’ facility.
The organization is comprised of individuals with specific responsibilities or tasks that
must be completed to fully execute the plan. The organization is structured to provide
dedicated, focused support, in the areas of its particular experience and expertise, for
specific response, resumption and recovery tasks, responsibilities, and objectives. The
overall goal is the resumption/recovery and the return to stable and normal business
operations and technology environments. Each person will report status and progress
updates that they are personally responsible for. Close coordination must be maintained
with the local and state government during resumption and recovery operations.
The primary responsibilities of the continuity organization are:
 To protect employees and information assets until normal business
operations are resumed.
 To ensure that a viable capability exists to respond to an incident.
 To manage all response, resumption, recovery and restoration activities.
 To support and communicate with staff and others
 To accomplish rapid and efficient resumption of time-sensitive technology and
business operations.
 To ensure all insurance and regulatory requirements are satisfied.
 To exercise impact resumption and recovery expenditure decisions.
 To streamline the reporting of resumption and recovery progress between the
local and state government.
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During Emergency Response, the primary responsibilities of the continuity
organization are:
 To establish an immediate and controlled company presence at the
incident site
 To conduct a preliminary assessment of incident impact, known injuries,
extent of damage, and disruption to the enterprise’s services and business
operations.
 To determine if and/or when access to the Blue Ridge EMS Council Office
will be allowed.
 To provide coordination facts necessary to make informed decisions
regarding subsequent resumption and recovery activity.
During Resumption, the primary responsibilities of the continuity organization are:
 To establish and organize a control center for the resumption operations.
 To notify and appraise team leaders of the situation.
 To mobilize and activate the operations teams necessary to facilitate the
resumption process;
 To alert employees, vendors and other internal and external individuals
and organizations.
During Recovery, the primary responsibilities of the continuity organization are:
 To prepare for and/or implement procedures to facilitate and support the
recovery of less time-sensitive business operations.
 To mobilize additional continuity teams and support organizations as
required.
 To maintain an information flow regarding the status of recovery
operations among employees, vendors and other internal and external
individuals and organizations.
During Restoration, the primary responsibilities of the continuity organization are:
 To manage salvage, repair and/or refurbishment efforts at the affected
facility.
 To prepare procedures necessary to the relocation or migration of
business operations to the new or repaired facility.
 To implement procedures necessary to mobilize operations, support and
technology department relocation or migration.
 To manage the relocation/migration effort as well as perform employee,
vendor, and customer notification before, during and after relocation or
migration.
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Activation of the Plan
Activation of the Blue Ridge EMS Council COOP plan will be executed when an
emergency occurs that necessitates a response beyond the scope of standard
daily operating procedures. Only the following selected personnel may activate
this entire plan, or any phase thereof, and/or declare a disaster situation for the
Council Office. The Council will decide whether or not to activate the Plan and/or
declare a disaster. Their decision will be based on a preliminary assessment of
the business interruption incident, including any physical impairment to the
facility. Pending their decision, emergency notification of the council staff and
council board of directors will be initiated and the entire plan, or any phase
thereof, will be activated, as directed.

Team Roles & Responsibilities
Following the Response phase of the plan, BREMS has organized into teams to
execute its resumption and recovery activities. To accomplish the tasks
assigned, each team will draw upon the expertise of supporting organizations
internal and external, as necessary. This section of the plan identifies the major
groups of teams required to accomplish recovery. Each team has a minimum of a
leader and one or more members representing the skills appropriate to the
team’s role. Team leaders/alternates must be thoroughly familiar with the
responsibilities not only of their team, but also of all the teams with which they
must interact. A detailed list of teams and their current team members are located
in the Action Plan.
The roles and responsibilities of each major group of teams are outlined:
Management Team:
Approve the activation of the plan or the declaration of a disaster.
 Approve expenditures as required.
 Control the activation of the business resumption procedures.
 Establish and organize a business resumption headquarters at an alternate site.
 Coordinate the eventual restoration/relocation of the primary site.
 Direct and support team leaders. Make assignments, as appropriate.
 Ensure that a damage assessment and salvage operation is conducted at the
primary site.
 Report resumption and recovery progress to the Executive Director and the
Board president
 Review progress and status with BREMS.
 Manage the resumption and recovery of all Council business operations and
service delivery.
 Coordinate with state and local officials on the issuance of related news releases
to the press and media.
 Monitor all activities with the Recovery and Restoration Management teams.
 Provide executive management direction and counsel to activate teams as
required.
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 Coordinate all personnel matters and issues involving employee fatalities and
injuries and notifications to employees' families and dependents with the
Council. This may also include professional counseling and financial support
for employees.

Data Center Recovery Team:
 Contact key personnel required for resumption of time-sensitive functions.
Alert all personnel and instruct them to report to their designated areas, as
required.
 Perform tasks to resume time-sensitive functions, as required.
 Work with support teams to obtain support required for service delivery.
 Report the status of resumption activity to the Executive Director and the
Board president.
 Manage all administrative activities associated with the resumption and
recovery operations.
 Notify alternate backup sites and/or vendors of disaster declaration.
 Identify and coordinate procurement for equipment and services for
alternate site installation.
 Identify and retrieve all backup files from off-site storage.
 Request assistance to establish data and telecommunications if
necessary.
 Execute IT Systems resumption procedures.
 Manage IT Systems operations at the alternate and primary sites if
necessary.
Restoration Team:
 Set up full operations in suite 19 medical center







Coordinate salvage and/or reconstruction of the Council office facility, if
appropriate.
Coordinate the acquisition and outfitting of a new permanent site if
necessary
Identify and coordinate procurement for equipment and services for the
permanent site.
Work with state and local officials and Centra Health to obtain required
services to restore and outfit a permanent BREMS Council office data
center and office location.
Manage preparation of a migration plan from the alternate site to the
permanent site.
Coordinate migration and move-in logistics with the BREMS Council office
staff.
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Reporting Structure
The following chart is a graphic representation of the reporting structure for the
Council continuity organization that reflects the overall team organization and
reporting structure that will be employed during response, resumption,
recovery and restoration processes.
Executive Director
Manager

BREMS Staff
Operations

Clerical Support
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Plan Maintenance
Introduction
COOP maintenance procedures are divided into two general categories:
scheduled and unscheduled. Scheduled maintenance is time-driven, where
unscheduled maintenance is event-driven.
Scheduled Maintenance
Scheduled maintenance consists of annual reviews and updates. The purpose
of the plan review is to determine whether changes are required to procedures,
the continuity organization, and notification procedures. The Executive Director is
responsible for initiating scheduled maintenance activities in consultation with the
BREMS Board of Directors. The Executive Director shall initiate annual continuity
plan reviews during the second quarter of each fiscal year. He/she shall notify all
staff and board members of the review on continuity organization, response,
resumption, recovery and restoration task lists, contact information and
procedures for changes that may be required. Other staff members may be
invited to satisfy the needs of a specific review session. The reviews address
events that have occurred within each team's area of responsibility that may
affect the response, resumption, and recovery and restoration capability. The
Executive Director shall incorporate all changes to the plan and distribute
updated copies of the plan.
Unscheduled Maintenance
Certain maintenance requirements are unpredictable. The majority of
unscheduled changes occur as the result of major changes to service level
agreements, hardware configurations, networks, production processing, etc.
Examples of items that may trigger the need for unscheduled maintenance
include:
 Changes in data processing architectures, hardware, or environmental
changes
 Major changes in operating system(s) or utility software programs
 Major changes in the design of a production database
 Major changes in communications, systems network design or
implementation
 Changes in off-site storage facilities and methods of cycling items, etc.
 Improvements or physical changes to the current computer center
structure
 Changes in the business or operating environment
 Enterprise organizational changes that effect the continuity of the plan
 New application systems development
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 Discontinuation of an application systems from processing schedules
 Transfers, promotions or resignations of individuals on the emergency
notification list or continuity organization teams
 Significant modification of basic functions, data flow requirements, or
accounting requirements within an application system
The Executive Director must be made aware of all changes to the COOP
resulting from unscheduled maintenance. She/he shall then notify all BREMS
Staff and Board members to the review of the plan and for changes that may be
required as a result of the item that has triggered the review.

Resumption & Recovery Configuration
The Continuity Plan maintenance process should include a periodic re-evaluation
of the minimum hardware capacity required to provide short-term response,
resumption, recovery and restoration capability. The re-evaluation process must
address the capacity growth requirements associated with the increase of
transaction processing volumes of the production application systems, as well as
the addition of new systems to the production environment. Based on the existing
configuration and requirements, it is assumed that the most effective
configuration for supporting long-term recovery and restoration will be the
installation of the computer hardware required to support normal or near-normal
levels of processing in a temporary computer center. Special attention must be
paid to ensure continuing compatibility of existing equipment with that which is
installed at the alternate site.
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Plan Exercise
Introduction
Documentation and periodic reviews of the BREMS COOP are reassuring.
However, proof and confidence that the plan will work only results from
completion of a successful exercise of the tactical strategies and procedures.
Exercises of this COOP are designed to determine:





The state of readiness of the continuity organization to respond to and
cope with a disaster involving the data processing resources.
Whether backed up data and documentation stored off-site are adequate
to support the resumption business operations
Whether the inventories, tasks, and procedures are adequate to support
the resumption of business operations
Whether the COOP has been properly maintained and updated to reflect
the actual resumption, recovery and restoration needs

Training and Readiness
In order for the Blue Ridge EMS Council to perform effectively in an emergency,
all our workers (and many of our volunteers) should be able to:

Describe their role in an emergency.

Describe our chain of command in an emergency.

Locate our emergency response plan.

Demonstrate the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities.

Demonstrate correct use of equipment to be used.

Be aware of authorized initiatives and limits to initiative.

Perform in at least one role outside of their normal job responsibilities.
BREMS professional, technical, and support personnel must also be able to:
 Apply their skills and fulfill their job responsibilities in an emergency
situation which often involves a significant increase in demand.

Maintain effective partnerships with other appropriate professionals.
BREMS staff must, in addition, be able to:

Effectively communicate with partners.

Assure appropriate staffing and staffing skills.
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Education and Training
Awareness of the need for and the process of maintaining a
viable continuity capability are essential. This awareness is
achieved through formal education and training sessions
conducted on a regular basis. This provides a way of ensuring
that the necessary understanding of the business continuity
program and processes are understood by the personnel
responsible for maintaining and executing the plan.
The objectives of the BREMS COOP training are to:
 Train the key employees and management who are required to help
maintain the plan in a constant state of readiness
 Train the key employees and management who are required to execute
various plan segments in the event of an extended computer outage
 Heighten planning awareness for those employees not directly involved in
maintaining and/or executing the plan
The Executive Director will schedule Educational seminars addressing business
continuity in general and the COOP in particular on a regular basis. These
seminars will include overviews of the:





Continuity strategy, priorities and time frames.
Business continuity organization structure and responsibilities.
Structure and contents.
Data Preservation methodologies and practices.

This plan is hereby approved and adopted as the Continuity of Operations Plan
for the Blue Ridge EMS Council.
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Appendix A- Contact List
Blue Ridge EMS Council, Inc.
1900 Tate Springs Road, Suite 14
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501
(434) 947-5934
I. BREMS Emergency Call List
Mary Kathryn Allen – Executive Director
E mail –mkallen@vaems.org
Home – 434.933.4650
Work – 434.947.5934
Cell – 434.942.7965
Jenn Kersey – Field Coordinator
Email – jkersey@vaems.org
Home – 434.849.8861
Work – 434-947-5934
Cell – 434.444.4404
Sean Regan – Training Coordinator
Email – sregan@vaems.org
Home –
Work – 434.947.5934
Cell – 434.546.1648
Ben Bond- Program Coordinator
Email- bbond@vaems.org
Work- 434.947.5934
Cell- 434.238.6324
Ann Wilson - Administrative Assistant
Email – ann@vaems.org
Home -434-237-4256
Work – 434-947-5934
Cell- 434.942.6851
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II: Other Agencies Contact Form
Contact Position
Or Department

Phone Number
Fax Number

DES
Department of
Emergency
Services

Main Office (see
web site for
details)
Local/Regional
Office

1-800-468-8892 or 1804-897-6500

VDIT
Department of
Information
Technology

Main Office (see
web site for
details)
Local/Regional
Office

Central
Shenandoah
EMS Council
Lord Fairfax
EMS Council

N/A Executive
Director

Old Dominion
EMS Alliance

Agency

Street Address

Web Site or Email Address

10501 Trade Ct.,
Richmond, VA
23236
N/A

http://www.vdes.state.va.us/
subabout.cfm

1-804-371-5000

110 So. 7th St.,
Richmond, VA
23219

http://www.dit.state.va.us/dit
cont.html

(540) 886-3676
Fax- (540) 8863735
(540) 665-0014
Fax (540) 722-0094

2312 West Beverly
Street
Staunton, 24401
117 West
Boscawen Street
Winchester, 22601

www.csems.vaems.org

Heidi HookerExecutive
Director

(804) 560-3300
Fax (804) 560-0909

1436 JohnstonWillis Drive
Richmond, 23235

www.odemsa.vaems.org

Peninsulas
EMS Council

Michael PlayerExecutive
Director

(804) 693-6234
Fax (804) 693-6277

6401 Fiddler’s
Green Road
Gloucester, 23061

www.peninsulas.vaems.org

Northern VA
EMS Council

Craig EvansExecutive
Director

(877) 261-3550
Fax (571) 261-5244

www.northern.vaems.org

Rapphannock
EMS Council

Wayne PerryExecutive
Director

(540) 373-0249
Fax (540) 373-0536

7250 Heritage
Village Plaza, Suite
102
Gainesville, 20155
435 Hunter Street
Fredericksburg,
22401

Tracy LaurenExecutive
Director

1-804-897-6506
N./A
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www.southwest.vaems.org

Southwest
EMS Council

Gregory WoodsExecutive
Director

(276) 628-4151
Fax (276) 676-0800

Thomas
Jefferson EMS
Council

Thomas JoyceExecutive
Director

(434) 295-6146
Fax (434) 295-2009

Tidewater
EMS Council

David LongExecutive
Director

2205 Fontaine Ave., www.tjems.org
Suite 302
Charlottesville,
22903
www.tidewater.vaems.org
(757) 963-0632
6353 Center Drive
Fax (757) 963-2325 Suite 101
Norfolk, 23502

Western Va
EMS Council

Rob LoganExecutive
Director

(540) 562-3482
Fax (540) 342 3488
Main Office
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Other Agencies Contact Form
Provide contact information for other government agencies that may be used.
Contact Position
Phone Number
Agency
Street Address
Or Department
Fax Number

Web Site or Email Address

Main Office (see
web site for details)

1-800-523-6019
1-804-888-9100

1041 Technology Park
Dr. Glen Allen Va.
23059

Local/Regional
Office

Blue Ridge EMS
Council
434-947-5934

1900 Tate Springs
Road, Suite 14
Lynchburg, VA. 24501

Federal
Communications
Commission

Main Office

1-888-225-5322

445 12th St. SW
Washington, D.C.
20554

http://www.fcc.gov

FEMA
Federal
Emergency
Management
Agency

National Office (see
web site for details)

1-800-525-0321

500 C Street, S.W.,
Washington, D.C.
20472

http://www.fema.g
ov/library/800nos.
htm

EMS- Office of
Emergency
Medical Services

1-202-646-3362

Local/Regional
Office

Provide contact information for other government agencies that may be used.
Contact Position
Phone Number
Agency
Street Address
Or Department
Fax Number

Virginia State
Police

http://www.vdh.sta
te.va.us/oems/inde
x.htm
http://www.bluerid
ge.vaems.org

State/Local Office

800-552-0962
(toll free #) 800553-3177
434-352-7128
(Appomattox)
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III: Media Communication Form
Provide the following information for the local media resources that may be utilized.
Media Source

Contact Name

Address

Phone Number
Fax Number

Radio Stations
Clear Channel
Communications
K92- FM
Radio- Station
WBLT..Bedford
WAMV Radio
1420...Amherst
WRXT Spirit FM

3305 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, VA.

434-385-8298
800-468-9236
434-385-9496
540-586-8245

132 School Street
Amherst, VA.
20276 Timberlake Road
Lynchburg, Va.

434-946-9000
434-237-9798

WSLC- Star Country

1-866-949-7827

WSLQ- Q99 FM

1-800-410-9936
Hwy. 1032
Appomattox, VA.
3831 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, VA.
3305 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, VA.
19 Wadsworth Street
Lynchburg, VA.

434-352-7607

Commonwealth
Public Broadcasting
Corp.
WDBJ- CBS 7

Rustburg, VA.

434-332-7768

Lynchburg, VA.

434-528-3073

WSET – ABS 13

2320 Langhorne Road
Lynchburg, Va. 24501
105 E. Main Street
Martinsville, VA. 24112
P.O. Box 10
Roanoke, VA 24022-0010

434-528-1313
434-847-0458
276-656-6140

WTTX ..Appomattox
WXLK- WLYK- K92
WYYD- Todays Best
Country 108
WZZU- The River
FM

434-385-9496
434-385-8817
434-845-5149 OR
434-845-9898

Television
Stations

News Channel 10
WSLS-10

1-800-See-News
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Address

Phone Number
Fax Number

Altavista Journal

701 5th Street Altvaista, VA.

434-369-6688
434-324-9296

Amherst-Nelson
Publishing Co.
Bedford Bulletin and
the Bullet
News & Advance

Main Street Altavista, VA.
134 Second Street
Amherst, VA. 24501
402 East Main Street
Bedford, Va. 24523
101 Wyndale Drive
Lynchburg, VA.
Bedford
507 Court Street
Appomattox, VA.
101 Wyndale Drive
Lynchburg, VA.

434-352-8215

Media Source

Contact Name

Newspapers

Roanoke Times &
world News
Times Virginian
WSLS Newschannel
10 – On Your Side
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Appendix B: Action Plan
Action Plan Sections
A. Location Information (Alternate site listing)
B. Team Assignments
C. Checklists for specific tasks to be performed
I. Location Information
This COOP has identified the Blue Ridge EMS Council office Suite 19 (which’s
on the same office complex as our main suite 14)as an alternate temporary
office site. Currently, BREMS does not have formal arrangements in place for
fulfilling its processing and communications requirements at any other
temporary site. Should a disaster occur which would render the Council primary
facilities in the medical center complex inoperative, the critical functions would
cease, and any chance of a prompt resumption of processing activity would be
greatly diminished.
II. Team Assignments
Team assignments will be dictated by staff available for assignment after the
event has occurred. Planning should maintain flexibility for unforeseen absences
of personnel, therefore possible Team leaders will be listed here. Team
members will be assigned as BREMS staff report for duty.
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III. Checklists for Specific Tasks to be Performed:
Management
Provide for the health and safety of relocated employees as established under normal work
conditions.















Approve the activation of the plan and/or the declaration of a Local/State disaster.
Approve expenditures as required.
Coordinate with local/state on the issuance of related news releases to the press
and media.
Monitor all activities with the Restoration and Data Center Recovery.
Provide executive management direction and counsel to activate any and all teams
as required.
Coordinate all personnel matters and issues involving employee fatalities and
injuries and notifications to employees' families and dependents with BREMS. This
may also include professional counseling and financial support for employees.
Review progress and status with BREMS Board of Directors.
Manage the resumption and recovery of all Council business operations and service
delivery.
Establish and organize a business resumption headquarters at an alternate site.
Organize the business resumption Communications Center.
Direct and support team leaders. Make assignments, as appropriate.
Ensure that a damage assessment and salvage operation is conducted at the primary
site.
Control the activation of the business resumption procedures.
Coordinate the eventual restoration/relocation of the primary site.
Report resumption and recovery progress to the Executive Director.

Data Center Recovery Management










Contact key personnel required for resumption of time-sensitive functions. Alert all
personnel and instruct them to report to their designated areas, as required.
Perform tasks to resume time-sensitive functions, as required.
Work with support teams to obtain support required for service delivery.
Report the status of resumption activity to the management team.
Manage all administrative activities associated with the resumption and
recovery operations.
Notify alternate backup sites and/or vendors of disaster declaration.
Identify and coordinate procurement for equipment and services for alternate
site installation.
Identify and retrieve all backup files from off-site storage.
Request assistance to establish data and telecommunications if necessary.
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 Execute IT Systems resumption procedures.
 Manage IT Systems operations at the alternate and primary sites if
necessary.
Restoration Management
 Coordinate salvage and/or reconstruction of the BREMS office facilities if
appropriate.
 Coordinate the acquisition and outfitting of a new permanent site if
necessary
 Identify and coordinate procurement for equipment and services for the
permanent site.
 Work with local support to obtain required services to restore and outfit a
permanent BREMS office data center and office location.
 Manage preparation of a migration plan from the alternate site to the
permanent site.
 Coordinate migration and move-in logistics with all staff, local/state
officials.
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Coop Plan adjustments 2019
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Essential Functions
Order of Executive Succession
Delegation of Authority for Essential Functions
Continuity of Facility
Continuity of Communications
Vital Records Management
Human Capital Management
Devolution of Control and Direction
Reconstruction
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Essential Functions & Delegation of Authority for Essential Functions
Essential Function
Provider Resource
Government Resource
Hospital Resource
Lifeline Communications System
Drug Box Management
PI Follow up
CISM
Consolidated Testing Contact
Grant Assistance
Training , CE

Recovery Time & Del. Of Authority
Within 24 hours Via Cell and Email
/OEMS
Within 24 to 36 hours via Cell and
Email /OEMS
Within 24 hours / Kayla Long, Kelly
Brown
Within 24 hours/ VTR Repair? Mike
Gresham
Within 24 hours / Nadine Gilmore
LGH Pharmacy
Within 12 hours , Regional OMD
Contact
Within 12 hours , team activation via
Local PSAP
Within 12 hours , WEB
Within 49 Hours in new office
Within 48 Hours , Back up
Equipment Used

Order of Executive Succession
Current Position
Official
Director
MK Allen
Field
Coordinator
Admin.
Assistant
Training
Coordinator

Jenn Kersey

1st Delegation 2nd Delegation
Jenn Kersey Janet
Blankenship
MK Allen
-

Ann Wilson

MK Allen

-

Sean Regan

MK Allen
Jenn Kersey

-
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Human Capital Management
The Executive Director shall have final authority over decisions
concerning office management. If that person becomes incapacitated
then the Assistant Director shall have final approval, after consultation
with the President of the Board. If the Assistant Director is unavailable
then the BREMS Board President shall have final authority over
decisions
Continuity of Facility
In the event that Suite 14 becomes unusable all office staff will report to
Suite 19 of the Medical Center 1900 Tate Springs Road. BREMS Second
Office. This office has been wired for internet, phone and computer
readiness. The office is a BREMS suite of offices. It is currently used by
our regional OMD and has train labs in on office two offices are empty so
NO MOU to use is needed. Current training labs in Suite 14 will be stored
in our offsite storage building and back up computers will be brought in.
Desks and other Office furniture are already in place.
Continuity of Communications
Communications are essential to any business operations. Current methods
of communications include phones in the office, cell phones, internet, fax
machine on a separate phone line from office phones, and cable. Should any
of these fail for an extended period of time; a decision can be made to move
office operations off-site to Suite 14 , of the Medical Center BREMS
Second office site if that fails the move will be made to homes of the
Executive Director, the Program Coordinator and/or the Administrative
Assistant. Suite 14 and home offices with internet capabilities and
computers already exist at these locations.
Family Communications: In an emergency, personnel will need to know
whether their families are safe. The security and wellbeing of family is a
first priority of Council staff. Staff members are encouraged to set up a
plan on how they would communicate with their families in case they are
separated from one another or injured in an emergency. An out of town
contacts list will be developed for all staff members. Staff members are
encouraged to designate a place to meet family members in case they
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cannot get home in an emergency.
Notifications: Staff members shall report any emergencies to the
Executive Director. If that person cannot be contacted, then the Leadership
of the Board shall be contacted. The Council has scanner and weather alert
software on computers in the Council office.
Vital Records Management
Vital records are kept in the BREMS Office as well as a backup for all
locked in files located in our offsite storage building. If we should have a
failure of the primary office records will be retrieved for the storage a
facility and added to our off site Suite 19 office space. All financial
records are kept backed up on flash drives and with our online bank
records.
Devolution of Control and Direction
In the event the situation will be extended beyond 30 days a meeting
will be called between the BREMS staff, Board of Directors members
with the Office of EMS to decide temporary arrangements for a point
of contact for local questions, n e e d s and requests. This may be the
OEMS staff or Western Va. EMS offices as are directed from the
meeting.
The Executive Director will call such a meeting or the chief office of the
BREMS Board of Directors.

Recovery and Restoration
It would be assumed that not every key person will be readily available
or physically at the office after a large emergency. If the Executive Director
is not available, then the Board President will be contacted for advice. It
may be necessary to move Council operations to the homes of staff and/or
to another Council location.
Employee Support – some range of services to be considered:
 Cash advances
 Salary continuation
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 Flexible work hours
 Reduced work hours
 Crisis counseling
Resuming Operations – Immediately after an emergency, steps will be taken
to resume operations. Priorities include:



















Account for personnel
Continue to ensure safety of personnel
Assess remaining hazards
Maintain security
Conduct employee debriefing and briefing
Notify employee’s families of status of personnel on site
Protect undamaged property
Account for all damage related costs
Notify off site employees of work status
Notify insurance carriers
Notify OEMS of Council status
Conduct salvage operations o Keep damaged goods on hand until
insurance adjuster has visited
Inventory damaged goods
Restore equipment and property
Assess value of damaged property and impact on business interruption
Maintain contact with interested parties and suppliers
Keep a detailed record of events
Maintain a record of injuries and follow-up actions
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